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Team Members:

Seth Helm-Burger -- Lead Design
Erica Woolley  -- Producer
Bryan Blackford -- Lead Programmer
Amos Chu  -- Programmer
James Lucas Herbold -- Graphics & Effects

 



Schedule:
● Sunday 4:00 - 7:00
● Tuesday 1:45 - 2:00
● Wednesday 5:00 - 7:00
● Thursday 1:45 - 2:00
● Friday 5:00 - 7:00

 
Meeting Goals:

● 3-4 hours a week to get everyone up to speed on the PS3
● Implement move and make sure it works properly
● Find and load 3d animations and models
● Physical prototype 
● Computational prototype
● Storyboard creation
● UML

 
 

1. Overview
 
1.1 Abstract

Z-Ray is a horror puzzle game designed to be implemented on the PS3 using 
the Move. In this game, the player navigates through various rooms using the Move 
to activate monsters and lead them to their re-containment. Monsters are represented 
by a large mass of black smoke until the light is shown upon them, where-in they are 
revealed as a static model. This enrages the monster who then charges the players 
location as soon as the paralyzing effects of the Z-Ray are gone. The goal is to lead 
the monsters into a their corresponding containment fields and effectively re-trap 
them. Various mechanics, such as pressure-plate triggered plasma fields, are used to 
enhance the game’s puzzle elements.
 
1.2 Plot

The player is hired by a research facility as an aid to test confidential Z-particle 
technology. At the onset, it is revealed that the player will be testing this technology 
through the use of a Z-Ray (a user-friendly but powerful Z-particle emitter).

With Z-Ray in hand, a researcher slowly guides the player through rooms 
providing instructions on proper Z-Ray use. Over the course of the game, it becomes 
apparent that the player is being used as bait to capture the Researcher’s escaped 
monsters.
 



1.3 Setting: Research Facility 
 

The research facility is owned and run by the  “researcher” (mentioned below).  
He/she has a large number of research labs where he/she conducts his/her studies.  
These rooms are connected by a number of hallways, which are in turn connected by a 
single elevator.  
 
1.3.1 Ambiance 

The feel of the research facility is creepy, yet clean.  Everything is in it’s place 
and is meant to be there giving it an eerie, unsettling atmosphere. The only exception is 
the multitude of monsters roaming the building.  The player was hired to fix that chaos, 
but is restricted by the rules of the researcher, the ominous voice guiding the player 
through each level.  The projects can not come to any harm, and therefor the player 
MUST use the Z-Ray.

○ Creepy, unsettling, clean. 
 

1.3.2 Hallways
The hallways serve as the “transition” level between levels.  As you complete a 

puzzle you move into the hallway.   As the player moves down the hallway, the next 
level is being loaded and once it’s ready a door opens leading you into the next puzzle.  
This allows for a better sense of immersion, and little to no need of loading screens.  
The player may feel that they are on a rail, but less so than in other games and they will 
not get bored waiting for a load screen.  Ideally, the researcher will keep the player 
entertained at this time.

○ Gives the feel of a real building (immersion)
○ Allows the game to render without a load screen

 
1.3.3 Elevator

Elevator provides a jump between different hallways.    This is just to allow the 
building to seem to be a realistic size rather than having a single long hallway with 
seemingly infinite doors (based on the number of puzzles).  This also allows for 
possibilities of hallways of different themes.  This will also provide time to load more 
levels without a load screen, and the player can be entertained by the researcher or 
some other means.

○ Transition between hallways
○ Helps immersion by avoiding infinitely long hallways

 
 
1.4 Characters
 



1.4.1 Research Aid
● Player’s character.  Hired by the researcher to do.... something! (See controls)
● Possibly requires Voice-Acting

 
1.4.2 Researcher

Unseen voice that guides the player through the game.  
● This character also has “control” over other elements of gameplay such as 

the Z-Bomb, and other puzzle elements. (hard-coded into the levels).
● Personality:         Good News Everyone!

Ideally, the researcher will be insane, obnoxious and hilarious.  Will serve as the dues 
ex machina and narrator to guide the player through the game.

(Will not actually be Futurama’s Professor Farnsworth)
● Requires Voice-Acting

 
1.4.3 Monsters

These creatures, represented by large masses of black smoke (generated 
particle effect), are revealed as 3D static models when the Z-Ray is used on 
them.  The black smoke effectively causes them to blind to everything but 
their immediate surroundings and the Z-Ray illuminates them allowing them 
to see and be seen.  Monsters are contained when they come into contact 
with their respective containment field.  This will be indicated by color cues 
on the move bulb.

● Normal: Enraged by use of the Z-Ray on them, and will attempt to charge 
the player.  Stop when they hit a wall and will remain motionless until 
enraged once again by the Z-Ray. 

○ Moves at 2x player speed
● Smart: Enraged by use of the Z-Ray but will then continue to track and 



chase the player.  These monsters can see through the smoke  Can be 
stopped again by Z-Ray when necessary.

○ Moves at 1.5x player speed
● Roaming/Patrol: These monsters have a set roaming parameters in the 

level.  They are enraged by the Z-Ray and function much the same as 
normal monsters, but once they hit a wall they start a new roaming path in 
that area.

○ Cannot be used for switches
○ AI must consider walls, plasma fields, containment fields. 
○ Roams at player speed, enrages at 2x player speed

 
 
1.5 Mechanics
 
1.5.1 Z-Ray

● Controlled by the PS3 Move
● Freezes Monsters in place if ray is on them
● Limited charge

○ Shown in the UI
○ Recharge rate is preset and recharges when not in use
○ Overheating:  The Z-Ray will overheat if used until the charge is 

completely depleted
■ Causes a delay in recharge rate as well as being unable to be used 

for a set time period
● Detects monster connection to containment field indicated by the color of the 

Move bulb
○ The color will become evident when the player “wand’s over” the monster: 

meaning that the move is pointing at the monster but the Z-Ray is NOT 
activated

 
 
1.5.2 Movement Speed

● Controlled by Navigation Controller
● Running forward (running in the direction of the camera) is quick and efficient.
● Back-stepping or strafing (running in any direction the camera isn’t looking) is 

slow and cumbersome. 
 
1.5.3 Containment Fields

● Preset locations for each map 
○ “Controlled” by researcher



○ Indicated by colored markings on the ground and a small amount of 
particle effects gravitating toward the ceiling.

● Used to trap monsters
○ Monsters must be lured into it

● Can only hold a monster with the correct link
○ Indicated by color coding

● When a monster reaches the containment fields, it flashes and disappears.
 
1.5.4 Plasma Fields and Switches

● Plasma Fields: Color coded fields along the floor that monsters of the 
corresponding color cannot cross while active

○ Player can cross these freely and without harm
○ Color coded on the floor as well as particle effects moving toward the 

ceiling so they can be easily seen in 3D from far away.
● Switches:  Pressure Plates on the ground that activate and de-activate plasma 

fields
○ These can be activated by the player in two ways

■ Stepping on it 
■ Using a monster to step on it

● Monster will freeze if on the plasma field while activated
 
1.5.5 Z-Bomb

● Controlled only by the “Researcher”
● Lights up and freezes all of the enemies in the level for a set amount of time

○ This causes all monsters to “see” and charge the player afterwards
 
1.5.6 Level Change 

● Hallway/Elevator: See Setting 1.3.2 and 1.3.3
● Portals (back-up alternative)

○ At the end of each level, a portal appears for the player to step into.  The 
screen then goes white while the game loads the next level.

 
1.5.7 Glass and Other Obstacles

● Z-Ray can be used over or through these obstacles but they can not be 
physically passed through by either monster or player

○ These would be used mostly in correspondence with “Smart” monsters
 
1.6 Controls
 
1.6.1 The Move



● Represents Z-Ray
○ “Move Button” used as on/off switch for the Z-Ray

● If pointed toward the right or left of the screen, rotates camera in that direction. 
(Camera cannot tilt up or down)

● Bulb light used as visual indicator of the link between monster and field (e.g. Red 
Move bulb means Red monster)

 
 
1.6.2 The Navigation Controller

● Controls directional movement through game space using analog stick
○ “Up” is forward, “Down” is backward, “Left” and “Right” strafe respectively. 

● Trigger button 1 on the Navigation Controller used as quick-turn (180º)
○ Quick-turn will have a turning animation to avoid disorienting the player

   
1.7 User Interface

● Visual & Audio cues to communicate:
○ Various hints (through researcher)
○ Possible game world changes (through researcher)
○ Monster captured in containment field
○ Z-Ray Charge Life
○ Sounds when monster aggros/de-aggros

 
1.7.1 Link

● Indicated by color cues matching monster to field
● Use the light on the move controller

○ Changes color to match the field when shown on monster
 
1.7.2 Charge Life

● Charge restores over time when not in use (See 1.5.1)
○ Possible overheating (no recharge if drained completely)

 
1.8 Main Menu

● New Game
● Load Saves
● Options (volume, gamma, difficulty, turn speed)
● Credits
● Quit

 
2. Physical Prototypes



 
2.1 Prototyping Questions
 
2.1.0  Core Questions that we want to answer in this prototype:

● What mechanics are most interesting and should be included in the game?
● Should we focus on escape mechanics or puzzle mechanics?
● Can we create interesting and challenging levels with these mechanics?

 
2.1.1 Z-Ray Mechanics
 
2.1.1.1 Range

● Should the Z-Ray have a limited range, or continue until it hits something?
 
2.1.1.2 Charge

● Should the Z-Ray have a charge life or a specified number of charges?
○ When and how should it be recharged?

■ Recharged at the end of a level?
■ When a monster is contained?

● Should the Z-Ray have an “overheating” mechanics instead of a charge system?
○ After a certain amount of time it overheats and needs to cool off
○ Player can keep track of heat and use it appropriately

 
2.1.2 Monster Mechanics

● Should we have more than one type of monster?
○ Would that make the game more fun?
○ What types of monsters would be most appropriate?

● Do we want to attempt boss levels?
 
2.1.3 Environmental and Item Mechanics

● What kind of items and environmental mechanics can be added to make game 
play more fun?

● How much is too much?



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
2.2 Introduction and Rules:
 
The idea of this prototype is to discover if we can create dynamic levels using the 
mechanics we have already agreed upon, as well as ironing out which mechanics would 
be good additions to the game.
 
Basic Rules:  Use the Z-Ray to get the monsters (start positions indicated by colored 
stars or X’s) to their respective colored containment fields (indicated by colored O’s).  
When the Z-Ray is activated, the monster is frozen in space.  Once the Z-Ray is 
deactivated, the monster being targeted will then enrage towards the players last known 
location and continue charging until striking either the player, a wall, or a containment 
field.
 
2.3 First Example: Very basic: three monsters, three fields
 
2.3.1 Map and Instructions
 



 
This map was a very basic example of a game level.
Additional instructions: Monsters can not touch containment fields that are not the same 
color as the monster or the level ends and is failed. Furthermore, once the correct 
monster has been contained in the correct field, that field is removed so that further 
monsters may pass over that spot.
 
2.3.2 Results:  

● Solvable multiple ways. Some without additional instructions.



● Some solutions rely very heavily on timing.
 
 
2.3.3 Questions/Answers that arose:

● Can the Z-Ray hit more than one target at a time?
○ Answer: Still under debate.  This question relates to how long the range of 

the Z-Ray is (if there is a range at all) as well as the radius of the Z-Ray.  
For this example, we decided that it had unlimited range but could only hit 
the monster closest in a line.

● Can you move will activating the Z-Ray?
○ Yes. We want players to have range of motion while using the Z-Ray.  

This allows them to stop them while standing in one position, and align 
themselves correctly.  

■ However, this could become complicated without a mini-map or 
some other way to see behind the player.  Solution: Visual spacing 
by using tiles as the floor texture. Player should use tiles and other 
visual clues to know approximately where they are.

 
2.4  Second Example: Addition of item and monster type.
 
2.4.1 Map and Instructions
 



 
Additional Instructions: Popsicle sticks represent items (such as tables or glass) that 
cannot be moved or passed through by either monster or player, but the Z-Ray can 
pass through. Furthermore, the monster is “smarter” and can track the player while line 
of sight is not broken and is faster than the player.
 
2.4.2 Results

● The player was able to successfully make it to the end by utilizing the tables 
to freeze the monster so it is unable to overtake the player. Specifically while 
moving around the corners.

 
2.4.3 Questions/Answers that arose:

● How many monster types do we want and how many is too many?



○ We have three types so far, and one idea for a boss.
● Can this particular monster be safely integrated with other monsters?

○ Sure.  Level would have to be specifically designed for this.
● Is this a viable monster?

○ Yes, given the correct and solvable puzzle.
● Does the addition of more complicated items add value to the game play?

○ Yes, as long the game does not become crowded and over populated with 
different and difficult mechanics. We have to keep in mind that it will be in 
3D, First-Person view and not top-down view.

 
 
2.5 Third Example: 2 monsters, 2 fields + Switch
 
2.5.1 Map and Instructions
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Additional Instructions:  The lines of colored paper represent “plasma fields” which 
cannot be crossed by monsters of the same color unless deactivated by the switch.  
The switch must have a present weight on it (either by the player or a monster) to be 
active.  This uses the original monster type, not “smart” monsters.
 
2.5.2 Results

● Player enjoyed using the switch to activate and control the plasma fields. This 
provided us with a vital way of controlling the space in larger open environments.

 
2.5.3 Questions/Answers that arose:

● Is the switch/plasma field mechanic valuable?
○ Yes, we think that this added a lot to the potential for creating interesting 

and fun levels.
● Should the switch be toggled instead?

○ Good question, see next example.
● Do we want to bring the switch back to open doors or do other interesting things?

○ Maybe, but we can also have the same functionality as “opening a door” 
using the plasma fields without having to animate a door.

 
 
2.6 Fourth Example:  2 monsters, 2 fields + Switch revisited
 
2.6.1 Map and Instructions
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additional Instructions:  This map explores the question of a switch that is toggle-
able rather than having to be stepped on to be active.  The monsters also could pass 
through other containment fields freely on this level.  Otherwise same rules as previous 
example.
 
2.6.2 Results

● Solvable, but consensus seems to be that the pressure plates are better than the 
toggle-able switch.

● Solution was either trivially easy, or relied heavily on good timing based on which 
color started out active.  It also was made easier based on whether or not the Z-
Ray had limited range.

● Not a favored level design.
 
2.6.3 Questions/Answers that arose:

● Toggle-able switches or pressure plate switches?
○ Pressure plates seem to be the favored way to go.

● Limited range or infinite range on the Z-Ray?
○ This is still up for discussion.

● Can you toggle/freeze two monsters at the same time?
○ Not yet clear, but activating more than one monster at a time may create 

some interesting scenarios.
 

 

3. Computational Prototypes
 
3.1 Controls Prototyping
 
3.1.1 Metroid Prime 3: Corruption
 



 
Example: Metroid Prime 3: Corruption uses the WiiMote to control the first person 
player camera. The attached Nunchuk is used for general player movement including: 
forward and backward movement and strafing left and right. This is the same set of 
controls we wish to implement in Z-Ray.
 
Results:  This was a successful and intuitive mechanic, however turning quickly was 
not easy or efficient. Clearly, this control mechanic is successful as ~1.6 million copies 
have been sold.
 
Changes for Z-Ray:

● Z-Ray will need the ability to turn around or to the side quickly
○ A button that allows the player to do an instant 180 degree spin, or 90 

degree turn to allow for a faster pace.
 
3.1.2 Playstation 3 Controller Movement (without Move)
 



 
Example:  Use Six Axis motion detection on the PS3 controller to control the movement 
of a first person camera.
 
Results:  This was done successfully using the current SDK and the normal PS3 
dualshock controller. The SDK available as of 11/14/10 (SDK allowing use of the Move 
controller not yet available to this team).
 
Next Iteration: Hopefully we will have the new PS3 SDK and a Move so we can make 
sure this is working properly.
 
3.2.3 Left 4 Dead (Xbox 360) - 180 Spin
 
Example: Left4Dead 1 (3 million copies sold) and 2 (~2 million copies sold)  both use a 



button (Right bumper) that functions as a 180 degree turn for the player.  This is meant 
to allow players to quickly turn around when being attacked from behind, or needing to 
turn around and run away quickly.  
 
Questions:

● Where should the button be placed in order to be intuitive?
● Is this function disorienting or jarring?

○ Results:  A member of the team (Bryan) played the game for the first time 
and was immediately able to locate the correct button affiliated with this 
action.  In open areas it seemed to be more disorienting than in closed 
spaces, but overall seemed effective and intuitive.  

○ Changes for Z-Ray:  Our concerns are that the player may not always 
want to be fully facing the opposite direction, but only wanting to use the 
Z-Ray momentarily.  So while we do want to implement this function, we 
need to answer the following questions:

● Do we want a full turn around like in Left4Dead?
○ If so, will it be to disorienting or difficult to continue running the same 

direction and turning around only to use the Z-Ray?
■ The “forward” button would change direction when the 180 degree 

flip took place
● Player would have to change to moving in the “backward” 

direction at the time of the flip to continue running in the 
same direction.

■ Example: Long hallway map. Monster chases the player down the 
map, player must turn and freeze the monster while simultaneously 
running away in order to keep the monster from catching up.

● Would it be easier/intuitive/better to have the player only “look” and be able to 
use the Z-Ray with the spin rather than fully turning around?

○ This would make it a button that needs to be held instead of clicked.
○ The “forward” control would keep the character running in the same 

direction regardless of which way the character was oriented.
○ Would this be too confusing?

 
3.2 Mechanic Prototyping
 
We created a computational prototype using GameMaker to test ideas from our physical 
prototype. This prototype uses the same top down view with the mouse simulating the 
direction the player is facing and aiming the Z-Ray.
 
3.2.1 Core Questions



1. Which Z-Ray resource is more fun/viable? charges vs meter
2. Do the freeze & chase mechanics work? (limit view, walking backwards)
3. Do physical level designs work with real-time mechanics?
4. Tweaking values: player/monster move speed, z-ray range/spread
5. How should monsters respond to plasma collisions? Stop or die?
6. What if a monster is on the plasma wall when it turns on?

 
3.2.2 Answers/Results

1. We found that the Recharging meter was very fun and an intuitive mechanic. 
Players could visually see this meter right next to their player, resembling a 
health bar.

2. Yes, though we did have some difficulties with our basic prototype and collision 
detection. For the most part, it was a complete success.

3. We successfully implemented several of our physically prototyped levels into the 
computational prototype. They played out in a similar fashion as imagined during 
the physical phase.

4. Too large of a z-ray angle range made activating a single monster among a 
group difficult. Tweaking down this angle resulted in more precision.

5. Currently, we have the monsters set to collide and stop when encountering the 
plasma fields. This mechanic gives some good game play, but needs further 
play-testing to fully explore these options.

6. A side effect of question 5 is that monsters are stopped in place if they are on top 
of the plasma wall when it turns on, since it’s just a collision happening. Again, 
further play testing will determine if this should remain as the primary solution, 
or just become another artifact of a simple prototype. Other solutions include: 
forcing the monster off the field in the direction it is further on, destroying the 
monster, or slowing the monster down.

 
3.2.3 Plasma Field Mechanic



 
Example:  This example tests plasma field implementation. The triangle represents 
the “view” of the player (simulating a first person).  The scorpions are the monsters that 
need to be led into their containment fields. The blue boxes are the plasma fields that 
prevent blue monsters from travelling through them. Filled boxes are active fields and 
hollow boxes are inactive. Levels can be designed with plasma fields that are initially 
active which can be switched off or vice versa.
 
Results:  We found the plasma fields to be an interesting element which may provide 
more intricate level designs; however, we may need to resolve any possible unintuitive 
aspects revolving around them (see questions above).
 
3.2.4 Chase/Freeze Mechanic



 
Example:  This level example forces the player to think about timing and resource 
management. Since the player moves faster when running “forward” they are forced 
to turn their back on the monster in order to run away fast enough as well as spinning 
around to freeze the monster when it got too close.
 
Results:  This level was fun, and exciting.  It took most testers multiple plays to get it 
right, and successfully simulated the fear of a similar level implemented in 3D.  This 
level reemphasized the value of a “fast turn” button (a button that allows the player to do 
an instant 180 degree spin).
 
Players were inclined to keep the monsters in line-of-sight at all times even though it 
made it more difficult for them to actually complete the level due to the speed detriment 
of backpedaling. This might just be an artifact of the 2D environment, further prototyping 
is required.
 



It would help to give more indication of the monster position while player is being 
chased. We can do this using sound (running monster) and visual cue (screen glow).
 
This level is nearly impossible to do with a touch pad.
 
3.3 Outside Playtesting
 
Results:

● Setting people down in front of our prototype without any explanation proved 
confusing to the player.

● The prototype lacks tutorials, and we will need an intuitive way of explaining what 
the things in the world are and how they relate.

○ We ended up telling them how certain elements function and then letting 
them play through levels

○ 3D first person view will be more intuitive: pressure plates and 
containment fields will be easily recognizable on the ground, a monster 
looks like a monster, etc. Storyboards will give us a better understanding 
here

● For some players, the chase level was too frustrating. Even after knowing how it 
was supposed to be done, players would often give up. 

○ Perhaps we need to adjust difficultly and make some levels easier.
 
Notes:

● The tight angle of the Z-Ray makes it difficult to freeze monsters close to the 
player. A differently shaped Z-Ray field might be required to fix this problem, 
such as an hourglass shape.

● Pointing the Z-Ray with the mouse cursor close to the explorer is more difficult 
because mouse is sensitive to the angle. Players sometimes walked across 
the cursor, flipping the view accidentally instead of tracking cursor in front of 
explorer.

● Player assumed they couldn’t walk through plasma, which wasn’t a problem, but 
does make sense intuitively.

○ We need to make this clear to the player during gameplay
● We needed to explain the controls and some of the mechanics, which introduces 

some bias.

 
4. Storyboards
 
Splash Screen



The very first part of the game the player will see.

 
Main Menu



Menu:  New Game - To start a new game
Load Game - Loads old game
Options: Brightness, Gamma, Sound, Sensitivity, Difficulty
Exit: Exits game

 
Cinematic Hallway

Introduction to the game.  Scripted camera movement and player is introduced to the 
very basic storyline and the researcher.
 
First Room - Introduction to Z-Ray



Player is introduced to the Z-Ray.  Configurations are made and the control scheme is 
introduced.
 
Door to the next room



UI and door interactions are introduced.
 
 
The First Encounter

Monster is introduced for the first time.

 
Activation



The player uses the Z-Ray on the monster for the first time.  This introduces the freeze 
and chase mechanic to the player.
 
Charge!



The monster charges the player once the Z-Ray button is released.
 
Saved!



The researcher saves the player from being gobbled up by the monster at the last 
second. 
 
Containment Field Introduced

Containment field is introduced by the Researcher.  The player is given a new goal of 
leading the monster to the containment field.
 
Zap



The player uses the Z-Ray on the monster again to guide its path.
 
It’s a trap!



The player stands with the containment field between himself and the monster.
 
Contained!

When the monster is within the containment field, they are frozen and contained.
 
Level Completed



Level Completed!

 
5. Stretch Goals
 

● More levels
● Restarting level: Stone Angel Storyline (sends you back in time)
● Z-Ray Malfunctions

○ Reverse Z-Ray: Monsters run away instead of chase
○ Uncontrollable on/off

● More monsters with different characteristics
● Camera: Movement on the y-axis
● Platforms - more interesting puzzles?
● In-depth AI
● Bosses
● Achievements
● Multiple poses of the monster model

 
5.1 Map

● Top down view
● Revealed as player discovers map
● Has visual clues to help player



○ Shows discovered monsters and containment fields

 
6. Assets
 
6.1 Sound

● Voice over of the mad scientist will be voiced by team members. 
● Sound effects will also be made by the team.
● Needed sounds include:

● Z-Ray clicks and power ups
● Monster sounds
● Footsteps
● Electronic sounds (radios, scientific equipment)
● Doors opening/closing
● Containment Field activation sound
● Plasma Field ambient noise

 
 
6.2 Art

● Textured models required for:
○ Monsters

■ While moving, monsters will be represented by particle effect 
clouds of color (solving the animation in 3D issue)

■ While frozen by Z-Ray, monsters will have a stationary 3D model.
● Want multiple poses for the same monster, but not 

absolutely necessary
○ Rooms
○ Containment Fields

■ Colored blocks on the ground with simple colored particle effects 
drifting towards the ceiling

 
Since we are determined to implement a 3D game, textured models becomes 

a significant part of the effort required for art assets. Several of the areas that require 
significant effort are the monsters, the rooms, and assorted clutter. To help expedite this 
process we have determined several sources of free or cheap models and textures.
 
List of assets needed:

● Monster(s)
● Walls/Floors/Ceiling
● UI Elements



● Doors
● Containment Field textures

 
 
Sources for 3D models (some include animations):

1. http://www.turbosquid.com/  -- sells fully rigged models for low prices. Limited number of 
free models.

2. http://www.the3dstudio.com/  -- sells 3D models. Limited number of free models.
3. http://www.daz3d.com/  -- sells 3D models. Limited number of free models.
4. http://www.cgtextures.com/  -- large database of textures. Users allowed to use a limited 

number of textures for free.
 
 
Summary of Art Assets:

● Intend to find and buy already made art assets online.  
● Backup Plan

○ Monsters will continue to be represented by particle effect clouds 
throughout the game

○ Invisible monsters represented by still model when frozen and a blur effect 
(e.g. cloaked Starcraft units) when moving

 
 
6.3 Physical 
PS3 Development Kit and PS3 Move provided by Sony for the UCSC Game Design 
Major.
 
We also intend to use the PhyreEngine provided by Sony and free to use.  This engine 
is intended for use with the PS3 development kit. 
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